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ABSTRACT

The evidence for sharp structure in the electronic density of
states N(e) of certain classes of high Tc superconductors is based on
the normal state temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility x»
electronic specific-heat coefficient y, electrical resistivity p, and
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/1\. Model calculations of XJ Y,
p, and Tj in the rigid N ( E ) approximation and of x and y for a temper-
ature dependent N(e) are presented for V3Ga and V3S1. The model calcula-
tions have been used to calculate the explicit temperature dependence of
the electron mass enhancement and the renonnalized electronic specific
heat coefficient. The temperature dependence of the dielectric screening,
which can have an inportant effect on renormalizing the phonon frequencies
at low temperatures, is also discussed.

The high T superconductors of the A-15 structure type exhibit

anomalous temperature dependencies of a number cf normal state electronic

properties. Thit fact has resulted in the suggestion that the density of

states N(e) near the Fermi level E is sharply structured. In the present

paper we examine the effect of sharp structure in N(e) on the electron-

phonon coupling. Specifically, we have made model calculations of the

phonon assisted interband (s-d) scattering contribution to the electrical

resistivity and of the non-adiabatic and adiabatic renornalization of the

electronic specific heat coefficient y. Also, the renorinalization of the

phonon mode frequencies due to electronic screening is discussed.

The effect of sharp structure in N(e) on the electronic properties

of metals has been studied for a number of years. Calculations of the

(2) (3 2)
electrical resistivity p and spin-susceptibility '"" x °f palladium
*
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based on first principles APW calculations of high resolution N ( E ) are in

excellent agreement with the experimental temperature dependencies for

T > 40 K. All of the calculations rely on the assumption of a rigid N(e) ;

that is, it is assumed that any shifting of energy bands with temperature

has a negligible effect on N(e) near the Fermi level, E p = p(0). The

calculations of the temperature dependence rely on the details of N(e) in

the vicinity (+ ̂ 0.1 eV) of the Fermi level. This region of electronic

energy is comparable to z ^ u +_ u , which is the part of the electronic

spectral density that is of importance to superconductivity.

For the important class of superconductors of the A-15 (Cr^O) type

(4)
of crystal structure, first principle calculations of the band structure

do not yet have the accuracy or the resolution to predict thermal properties.

However, some progress can be made in employing model density of states '

r.o understand the temperature dependence of x» the unrenormalized electronic

specific-heat coefficient y> and the V spin-lattice relaxation rate T ~ .

In Fig. 1, we reproduce the calculation for V_Ga based on a model N ( E ) given

near the Fermi level by

jN U + | exp [-(e-Eo)
2/A2]l

° I3 3 ° J
N

j | o L
N(E) A ° I3 3 ° J ° (1)

£ < E

[_o — o

with A = 200 K and y(o) = E = e . The temperature dependence of the

electrical resistivity based on the same model is shown in Fig. 2. The

details of the calculation of p , are given in Ref. 2. The model is not

unique; however, various models that were used to fit the experimental

temperature dependence of both x and (T..T) * yield essentially the same

temperature dependence of p and y. The variation of p with temperature
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is in qualitative agreement with experiment, i.e. there is a character-

istic concave downward appearance at high temperature.

The model N(E) used for V Ga and the N(e) calculated from the APW

(8}
band structure of palladium have been used to calculate the temperature

dependence of the electron mass enhancement X and the phonon renormalized

electronic specific-heat coefficient Y-,> which result from the non-adiabatic

terms in the electron-phonon interaction. There are significant deviations

(9)
from behavior calculated from free electron energy bands.

The adiabatic terms in the electron-phonon interaction lead to

temperature dependent electronic energy levels, which could have an

important effect on the normal state properties at high temperature. To the

extent that one can use low order perturbation theory, the entropy is given

• (10)by the usual expression

S = -kgI {ffc In fk + (l-fk) In (l-ffc)}. (2)

Here k is Bolt2mann's constant and f, is the Fermi function for energy

G,. The influence of temperature dependent energy levels z, can be approx-

imated in the model N(e) by allowing A in Eq. (1) to be temperature dependent.

In Fig. 1, the electronic heat capacity coefficient calculated from y(S) =

3S/3T, for A = 200 K x (1 + T/600 K), is shown; also shown is the susceptibil-

ity Y(S) calculated from the Maxwell relation -r£ = -rr -TTT in the linit K -* 0.
o 1 tl o n

We note that for the rather large broadening effect (50% by 300 K) there are

onTy modest changes in y and x compared to the rigid N(E) calculation. The

diminished temperature dependencies of y and x are similar in nature and

result from the diminished temperature dependence of u.
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We now note that an interesting correlation between T and N(E )

has been found for the vanadium based A-15 compounds. A correlation

has also been found between the logarithmic temperature derivitive of the

phonon frequencies u ,
q

- du
4 = _k y A 9. (-i\A " KB l oj dT ' U ;

q q

and N(E-,) for both the vanadium based and the niobium based A-15
r

compounds. To lowest order, the phonon frequency shifts yield a linear

temperature dependent term AT in the high temperature (T > 8 ) lattice

heat-capacity. A possible explanation of these correlations relies on the

fact that the high T A-15 compounds, e.g. V Ga, V,Si, and Nb_Sn, have large

values of N(E ) due to the Fermi level lying on a peak in N(e). The

large value of N(e) can yield anomalously large screening of the bare-ion

potentials resulting in very soft phonon modes at low temperatures. There

can then result an anomalously large temperature dependence of the phonon

frequencies due to the temperature dependence of the screening (i.e. similar

to x(T) in Fig. 1) and also due to 3rd and 4th order terms in the atonic

(13)potentials that can be of greater importance since the 2nd order tern

has been reduced by large screening.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Calculated temperature dependencies of the electronic heat-capacity

coefficient y, the spin susceptibility x, and the spin-lattice relaxa-

tion time T. for V,Ga, solid lines. Calculated temperature dependen-

cies of y(S) = 3S/8T and x(S) for non-rigid N(e), dashed lines; see text.

Fig. 2. Calculated temperature dependence of the phonon assisted inter

scattering contribution to the resistivity p _, for the model density

of states (9 = 440 K), solid line. Experimental resistivity p

2
for V,Si, dashed line. The unusual T dependence of p at low temper-

ature is not found in other high T compounds.
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